RULES AND REGULATIONS
CORPORATE VIRTUAL RUN CHALLENGE - 2020
On the CORPORATE VIRTUAL RUN CHALLENGE participants can walk or run 5 kilometers
wherever and whenever they choose from 21/11/2020 to 10/12/2020.
1. CHALLENGE
1.1 The CORPORATE VIRTUAL RUN is according to the format “Virtual Run or Walk”, in
which the participant can walk or run 5 kilometers wherever and whenever they choose
from 21/11/2020 to 10/12/2020.
1.2 The 5 kilometers run/walk will be disputed among both genders, properly subscribed
and henceforth referred to as participants.
1.3 The registrations for the CORPORATE VIRTUAL RUN challenge will obey the values
described at item 2.4.
1.4 All participants will have 2 (two) registration options: “Free” or “Supportive”, related
to the values described at item 2.4.
1.5 The event is participatory and non-competitive. There will be no classification or
awards to the participants.
2. REGISTRATION
2.1 The registrations to the COPORATE VIRTUAL RUN will be held on the webpage
www.corporaterun.com.br (through Ticket Agora).
2.2 The registrations values are described at item 2.4.
2.3 The organization may, at any given moment, suspend or extend deadlines, or yet, add
or limit the number of registrations on the event according to needs/technical availability,
without prior notice.
2.4 The challenge has 2 (two) registration options. All participants must be registered
under one of the following:
Free registration/Free of charge
- Virtual bib number
- Digital certificate (After completing 5 kilometers)
- Discount coupon at Jamille Restaurant
Supportive registration/R$ 50 fee
- Virtual bib number
- OMINT | donation of one packed lunch to Marmita do Bem Project
- Bradesco Corporate | donation of one packed lunch to Marmita do Bem Project
- Participation medal (delivery fees not included)
- Digital certificate (After completing 5 kilometers)
- Discount coupon at Jamille Restaurant
Marmita do Bem project
Created by chef Henrique Fogaça and Jamille Restaurant, the project’s goal is to feed
homeless people at São Paulo city center. We have already distributed over 30 thousand
packed lunches!

2.5 Registration procedure
2.6 Enter the webpagecorporaterun.com.br, fill the registration forms and effect the payment
according to the chosen option.
2.7 There will be no reimbursement of any kind for any reason.
2.8 The registrations are personal and non-transferable. It is not allowed to resell or
transfer to third parties.
3. GENERAL EVENT RULES
3.1 By participating in this challenge, the athlete assumes full responsibility for the
information provided at the time of registration.
The athlete claims to be in good health and able to practice physical activity, as well as
declares to fully accept and abide by the competition rules and regulations. Also, he or she
assumes any other expenses necessary of his or her participation.
3.2 By participating in this challenge, the athlete concedes the rights to use his image free
of charge, waiving the receipt of any income that may be earned with rights related to
television or any other type of transmission and/or dissemination, promotions, internet
and any media, at any time.
3.3 There will be no reimbursement from the organization, sponsors or supporters, of no
value, corresponding to equipment and/or accessories used by the participants in the
event, regardless of the reason, nor for any loss of materials or losses that the athlete may
suffer during participation in the challenge.
3.4 The event organization, as wells as its sponsors and supporters, do not take
responsibility for damages caused by the athlete registered for the event, neither to the
public patrimony, to third parties or other participants, these being the sole and exclusive
responsibility of the author.
3.5 The event organization recommends rigorous medical evaluation, including prior
exercise testing for all participants.
3.6 The event organization may suspend the event for public security reasons, public acts,
vandalism and/or force majeure without the need for any prior notice to participants.
4. HOW DOES IT WORK
4.1 Register at www.corporaterun.com.br providing all solicited information.
4.2 After registered, you will receive an e-mail with a protocol number confirming your
participation.
On this protocol, there will be a link to the STRAVA webpage. Click on the link and confirm
your participation at the Corporate Virtual Run 2020 challenge.
4.3 Run whenever and wherever you want to, registering time and distance through your
GPS, which is connected to your account on STRAVA. If you prefer, open the STRAVA app on
your phone and run or walk on the challenge date, from 21/11/2020 to 10/12/2020.
5. HOW TO PROVE TIME/DISTANCE?
5.1 The challenge will be proven through the STRAVA app.
6. RANKING
6.1 There will be no ranking.
7. AWARDS
7.1 There will be no awards of any kind.

8. FINAL REMARKS
8.1 In any circumstance, there will be no registration refund, should a participant
withdraw from the challenge.
8.2 Omissions on this regulation will be solved exclusively by the organization board.
9. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Running outdoors does not pose great risk of COVID-19 transmission or contagion, if the
participant is alone, respecting distance to other corridors and pedestrians.
9.2 All participants must respect and follow orientations and protocols created by official
health organs during the pandemic.

